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NOTE:

I. U. S. OPERATIONS

Little America Station
Sea Bees have been putting the final touches to the construction of the
station, while non-wintering personnel were making preparations for evacuation.
On February 14, the cargo vessel Wyandot arrived at Kainan Bay from Mcl4urdo
Sound with cargo which had been back-loaded for Little America. She was to
take aboard the personnel returning to the U. S. from Little America. Heavy
ice fog and 58 mile per hour winds prevented any exchange of cargo or personnel
on February 15.
McNurdo Station
The unloading operation at McMurdo Sound came to an end on February 12 when
the Wyandot was emptied of cargo and proceeded to Kainan Bay with back-loaded
items for the Little America Station. IGY representatives monitoring the offloading at McMurdo Sound have located all Pole Station IGY cargo with the exception of five packages. The supply dump is presently being rechecked for the
missing items.
The decision of the wintering-over IGY representative at the Air Operations
Facility to return to the U. S. for personal reasons touched off a flurry of
activity in the Antarctic Office on February 9 and 10. Hr. Howard 0. Wesebecher
of the Antarctic Planning Staff was provided with passport, medical examination,
travel orders, and cold weather gear within 24 hours. On February 12 he left
Washington for Christchurch, N. Z., via San Francisco and Auckland, N. Z. He
will joing the icebreaker Glacier at Lyttleton before she returns to the Antarcti
on February 19.
Air Operations
Details of the rescue of the personnel on the missing Otter in Marie Byrd
Land are now available. Two helicopters were put on search duty around the
clock whenever weather permitted. They were based at points 200 and 300 miles
from Little America on the route previously reconnoitered by the trail party to
the proposed Byrd Station site. Here caches of aviation gasoline had been laid

down during the earlier air support of he trail party. Two surface parties,
one composed of the backtracking personnel of the trail party and the other sent
out from Little America, were based at the 200 mile point. It was in this vicinit;
that the last communication was sent from the missing aircraft. A tractor train
with heavy cargo sleds was dispatched to this search base with additional fuel for
the helicopters. An emergency weather service was established at Little America
to provide forecasts for air and surface search groups.
On February 9 the plane was sighted by an Otter which was unable to land.
There were no signs of life, but the pilot reported the appearance of a survival
camp near the wreckage. When a helicopter with a doctor aboard was landed soon
after, it was evident that the personnel had begun walking from the site of the
crash toward Okuma Bay. The two search helicopters shortly had brought all personnel to Little America.
The crashed Otter was termed a total loss by the rescued crew. The plane
had iced up and at full throttle the speed was barely above stalling. In this
condition the plane had flown into the side of a mountain and stopped with some
of the passengers unaware that a landing had been made.
A second Otter suffered severe damage when it was being unloaded from an ice-

breaker at Kainan Bay. When the cargo sling broke, the plane fell, one wing
striking the ice, the other wing hitting the side of the ship.

The P2V Neptune on its way to Little America from Patuxent, Naryland, via
Rio Gallegos, Argentina, on February 8 reported that it was losing power and was
unable to make Marco in Trinidad. The plane came down in a clearing on the
Orinoco River delta 29 miles northeast of Boca de Uracoa, according to the reports
transmitted by a MATS plane in the vicinity.
With the hull ruptured and the wings shed in the crash, the Neptune was
considered a complete loss, although the possibility of salvaging electronic
components from the wreckage in the remote jungle swamp still exists.

The P2V had been ordered south to assist in the search operations in the
Little America area. It was equipped with skis for snow landings, and its crew
was familiar with Antarctic flying, having returned from NcMurdo round on January
28.

Ship Operations

The icebreaker Edisto ran into heavy seas and high winds during her reconnaissance of the eastern Victoria Land coast for a scientific station and airstrip
site. The ship reported that winds of 45 knots with gusts of 60 knots had pre-

vented a landing on Ridley Beach at Cape Adare on February 7. Cape Hallett, Cape
Jones, and the Possession Islands were also visited. Of these the IGY representati
aboard reported Possession Islands as the most suitable location for a meteorological station with Cape Hallett as the next best site, Following his observations of the weather reporting and plotting during the present operation, he
is most emphatic in his recommendation that a station in this locality is necessar3p

to the success of forecasting and meteorological mapping during the WY.

The Edisto had gone to Kainan Bay to rendezvous with the W yandot. The ice-

breaker will carry cargo ashore and ferry evacuated personnel out to the cargo

so 3
vessel, as the latter cannot moor to the edge of the ice shelf without endangerin
her hull. The jandot will proceed unescorted to Auckland, N. Z. The Edisto,
the Eastwind, and the Glacier will rendezvous at McMurdo Sound on February 29,
following the return of the Glacier from Lyttleton, N. Z.
II. OIERATIONS OF OTHER COUNTRIES
One thousand square miles of Graham Land (Palmer Peninsula) had been photo-

graphed on February 15 by Hunting Aerosurveys Ltd., for the British Government.
Under Peter Mott, the party of 46 is using two flying boats for aerial photography and two helicopters for establishing ground controls.

Although the Soviet Mirny Station was formally dedicated on February 13 with
a flag-raising ceremony, construction of the installation has not been completed.

